
Het Parool (Amsterdam), May 12, 1977 (translation below)



Translation:

American group in sold out Ahoy in Rotterdam Eagles : Pure Perfect

For the second time this year, a group has managed to sell out three times in the already not
small Rotterdam Ahoy Sportpaleis. After Pink Floyd, this time it is the American Eagles that
have grown to gigantic popularity . They kicked off last night, tonight and tomorrow night they
will set eight thousand enthusiasts on fire both times. That's how it goes with a group that can
gradually call itself one of the most successful of the seventies. Absolutely rightly judged by last
night's magnificent concert, which I listened to breathlessly from start to finish. The Eagles live
in the Netherlands for the first time with Joe Walsh, the renowned guitarist who succeeded
Bernie Leadon. It has been a major influence, as the musical approach is undoubtedly heavier
than before. The group has nevertheless managed to find an exquisite balance of muscular
rock, magisterial close harmony and above all Superior perfection. After singer Valerie Carter,
the stage darkens around a quarter past nine. The dimmed lights also hide the box blocks
suspended high in the sky, which guarantee a crystal-clear reproduction. Cheers, shouts and
applause mingle with the intro sounds of “Hotel California.” The light is soft green as drummer
Don Henley's unsurpassed lead vocals slowly flow into swirling unison guitar riffs from both
guitarists Don Felder and Joe Wash. A great start. A series of twinkling gems will follow. It is no
coincidence that they belong to those rare groups that live up to the class of their records during
a performance. "Seems to me,” with yet another portion of double guitar violence follows, but is
surpassed by "Victim of Love,” in which Henley's thin vocals are interspersed with slide guitar
playing. The five-fold vocals and the fitted frame sound so cool that it almost seems smooth. A
mistake. It's pure perfection. "Doolin 'Dalton" is a subtle intermezzo, before the chorus of
"Desperado" bursts out. After "Lyin 'Eyes,” bassist Randy Meisner comes into the picture as
lead singer of "Take it to the Limit.” A delight thanks to his high-pitched falsetto screams and
Glenn Frey's assistance at the grand piano. "New Kid in Town,” the complete "Desperado,”
Walsh's masterpiece "Turn to Stone" (from his own LP "Barnstorm"), which he provides with a
thunderous climax on guitar. Chills run down my spine. Two songs later he extends his
handstands again with "Rocky Mountain Way.” The screeching choirs of "Witchy Woman" form
the official ending, but of course The Eagles will return for an encore including "Best of my
Love". The almost two-hour-long ear-pleasing event has come to an end. The ticket holders
may consider themselves fortunate. They still have this pleasure owed.
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